Instructions For Replacing Rope Seat

***DO NOT REMOVE GUIDE ROPE TILL STEP 12***
1. Examine how existing seats are situated (Knots, etc.)
2. Take off the Nose Piece with square head bit.
a. The Nose Piece is the narrow piece of wood where your knees rest.
3. Take off the Back Strip that is attached with brass tacks.
a. The Back Strip is the thin piece of wood behind where your head rest pillows are.
4. Undo and remove the bolts where the top and bottom of seat is connected to side.
a. If you have a swing the bolts you will remove are attached to the chain.
b. You only need to remove the bolts and chain on one side.
5. Slide off old rope seat.
a. If you wish to save your old seat you will want to run a GUIDE ROPE along the
wood bar, through each of the loops in the seat first
THIS WOULD BE A GOOD TIME TO REFINISH THE WOOD IF NECESSARY
6. Examine the new rope seat and determine which end is top and bottom.
a. The bottom of the seat is the side with the larger knots.
7. Starting with the top, untie the guide rope, but DO NOT REMOVE THE GUIDE ROPE AT
THIS TIME!!!
8. Tie one end of the guide rope to the bar the old seat was on about midway down.
9. Slide the loops onto the bar, knots are to the back or bottom.
a. Make sure not to miss or twist any of the loops.
10.Reattach the top support and side support with the bolt.
11.Repeat steps 7 to 10 with the bottom of the swing.
12.Remove guide rope at this time.
13.Space out the ropes.
14.Reattach the Nose Piece (bottom) and Back Strip (top).
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL 1-800-344-6433

Sale of rope bodies are Final

